Deep Inferior Epigastric Perforator Breast Reconstruction With Computer-Aided Design/Computer-Aided Manufacturing Sizers.
The goal of microsurgical breast reconstruction is to return to the precancer state, maximizing symmetry with less morbidity. This requires a long learning curve, in particular where modeling is concerned. In this context, reverse engineering technologies found an application, allowing the creation of molds that can be used during the surgery. We created 10 molds named DIEP sizers, which help to simplify deep inferior epigastric perforator (DIEP) flap insetting. For this, we designed a virtual model using Geomagic X software to construct the sizers. Our model has a thorax circumference, breast projection, and footprint correspondent to an average of the measurements we collected from 15 patients undergoing such surgery. We made a comparative study between 2 groups each of 24 patients, using as comparison criteria surgical times in patients undergoing breast microsurgical reconstruction with or without DIEP sizers. In both groups, we included immediate and delayed reconstructions as well as monolateral, bilateral and monolateral with contralateral symmetrization. In all the cases we performed with DIEP sizers, we achieved an average time saving of 105 minutes in monolateral reconstruction, 80 minutes in monolateral reconstruction with contralateral symmetrization, and 120 minutes in bilateral reconstruction (P < 0.001). No major complications occurred. We performed 24 breast reconstructions with preformed molds, obtaining a proper "library" with different DIEP sizers that can be used both in preoperative planning and in intraoperative modeling. We recommend the use of a preformed mold in microsurgical breast reconstruction to improve symmetry, to shorten the learning curve and to save time.